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Abstract The presence of turbulent phenomena in the outer
solar atmosphere is a given. However, because we are re-
duced to remotely sensing the atmosphere of a star with in-
struments of limited spatial and/or spectral resolution, we
can only infer the physical progression from macroscopic to
microscopic phenomena. Even so, we know that many, if not
all, of the turbulent phenomena that pervade interplanetary
space have physical origins at the Sun and so in this brief
article we consider some recent measurements which point
to sustained potential source(s) of heliospheric turbulence
in the magnetic and thermal domains. In particular, we look
at the scales of magnetism that are imprinted on the outer
solar atmosphere by the relentless magneto-convection of
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the solar interior and combine state-of-the-art observations
from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) and the Coro-
nal Multi-channel Polarimeter (CoMP) which are beginning
to hint at the origins of the wave/plasma interplay prevalent
closer to the Earth. While linking these disparate scales of
observation and understanding of their connection is near to
impossible, it is clear that the constant evolution of subsur-
face magnetism on a host of scales guides and governs the
flow of mass and energy at the smallest scales. In the near
future significant progress in this area will be made by link-
ing observations from high resolution platforms like the In-
terface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) and Advanced
Technology Solar Telescope (ATST) with full-disk synoptic
observations such as those presented herein.
Keywords First keyword · Second keyword
1 Introduction
The view of the outer solar atmosphere as series of strati-
fied (spherical) layers is rapidly becoming outdated and has
been replaced by a physical picture where it is organized by
“scales of magnetic connectivity” dictated by the relentless
turbulent evolution of the plasma beneath the solar photo-
sphere (see the chapter by Valentin Martinez-Pillet). The so-
called “magnetic carpet” (e.g., Schrijver et al. 1997; Schri-
jver and Title 2003) and “magneto-frictional” models (e.g.,
Yang et al. 1986; van Ballegooijen et al. 2000; Mackay et al.
2000; Cheung and DeRosa 2012) are (beautifully) illustra-
tive constructs to demonstrate the progression of coupled
magnetic evolution from the high plasma β 1 sub-photospheric
driving and its impact on structuring of the low-β outer at-
mosphere.
1 The ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure, β =
8pinkBT/B2.
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Fig. 1 From left to right, A) full-disk SDO/HMI line-of-sight magnetogram, B) the full-disk Magnetic Range of Influence (MRoI) image derived
from the SDO/HMI line-of-sight magnetogram in panel A, C) the full-disk SDO/AIA image of the solar corona formed around 1.2MK in the 193A˚
channel.
In the atmosphere “above” the photosphere the evolu-
tion and organization appears on nested length scales. The
smallest being granular cells with a diameter of a few Mm,
a lifetime of a few minutes, and are easily discernible in
the intensity and velocity patterns of the photosphere. Those
granules are contained within supergranules which have a
diameter of a few tens of Mm, lifetimes of about a day, and
are most visible in the intensity and velocity patterns of the
transition region (e.g., Hassler et al. 1999; McIntosh et al.
2007). There have been hints that a third scale of granula-
tion exists, “giant” convective cells with a diameters ranging
from 100 to 150Mm that are aligned with the Sun’s rotation
axis and lifetimes commensurate with the Sun’s rotational
period (see, e.g., Beck et al. 1998; Miesch et al. 2008). The
largest of these scales, while not having been unequivocally
identified, has been linked to the emergence and evolution
of active regions (e.g., Weber et al. 2011). We believe that
this triumvirate of magneto-convective length-scales contin-
uously evolve together to shape the passage of material and
energy throughout the entire solar system (e.g., McIntosh
et al. 2013).
In the not so distant future we will be able to bring obser-
vations of disparate connective and physical scales together
to study how the relentlessly evolving magnetic scales merge,
interact, and persistently drive the mass and energy flow
into the heliosphere. Only then can much-coveted forecast
models of solar activity and space weather be reliably built.
Fortunately, observatories like the Solar Dynamics Observa-
tory (SDO; e.g., Schrijver and Title 2011), Interface Region
Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) and Advanced Technology So-
lar Telescope (ATST) will offer unparalleled insight into the
connective physics of the solar atmosphere. However, we
must start thinking now about how those scales connect, on
what timescales, and what is the optimal set of observables
required to assemble the complex picture consistently and
with the least uncertainty.
We are only beginning to understand the magneto-thermodynamic
coupling of the Sun to the heliosphere. The first steps to-
wards such a comprehensive picture (or model) involve a
drive to understand the intricacies of the Sun’s coupled at-
mosphere (interior and outer atmosphere), but the observa-
tions are complete, or mature enough, at this time to han-
dle the range of spatio-temporal variability present. As a re-
sult of this technological limitation we are largely reduced to
studying observational “snapshots” or isolated pieces of sys-
tem evolution in the hope that fundamental processes and/or
scales can be identified from them. This manuscript is nei-
ther a review nor research piece, presenting some interesting
observational snapshots which merge analysis from differ-
ent resolution instruments, illustrate the pertinent scales, and
also perhaps indicate how, at the smallest scales, the seeds
of heliospheric turbulence are sown.
2 The “Guiding” Magnetic Scales of the Outer Solar
Atmosphere
Before considering the injection of energy and mass into the
heliosphere we take a look at the prevalent magnetic scales
in the photosphere which shape the structure of the outer
atmosphere and heliosphere. The “Magnetic Range of Influ-
ence” (MRoI; McIntosh et al. 2006) is a construct used to
study the magnetic length scales present in the outer solar
atmosphere and was originally conceived to identify regions
of extended (locally) unipolar magnetic field on the solar
disk - “coronal holes”.
The MRoI measures the (radial) distance from a given
pixel we must travel outward such that the total magnetic
3flux in the area enclosed is zero. The MRoI can be con-
sidered as an extrapolation of the line-of-sight photospheric
magnetogram without actually tracing the field lines. We
follow the convention where Gauss’ law holds, i.e., that there
are no magnetic monopoles, and all magnetic flux must close
somewhere. The MRoI is constructed pixel-by-pixel and is
a measure of magnetic balance, or the effective length scale
over which we might expect the overlying corona to be con-
nected. The full-disk SDO/HMI magnetogram of Fig. 1A
is used to construct the MRoI map shown in Fig. 1B. By
definition small values of MRoI indicate that the magnetic
field there cancels (or closes) nearby, as is the typical case in
the quiet Sun. Extended regions with larger values of MRoI
(≥500Mm) typically belong to active regions and coronal
holes (see, e.g., with Fig. 1C) as originally identified in McIn-
tosh et al. (2006).
In an effort to extend this original work Fig. 2 shows the
histogram of MRoI values determined from Fig. 1B, and ap-
pears to show four overlapping components. The first com-
ponent is small, just above the resolvable limit with SDO/HMI
at a few Mm. The second (dominant) component of the MRoI
distribution would appear to belong to magnetic fields can-
celing on the approximate scale of supergranules (∼25Mm).
As noted in the previous paragraph, visually comparing the
SDO/HMI MRoI map with the SDO/AIA image of the corona,
leads us to see that longest MRoI values of the distribution
belong to coronal holes. Finally, there is the green compo-
nent of the histogram. It is potentially very interesting, con-
siderably smaller in frequency amplitude than supergran-
ules, but contains MRoI values in the 100-200Mm range;
consistent with that of giant cell convection which has been
notoriously hard to definitively observe (e.g., Beck et al.
1998; Miesch 2005). This scale can be identified with the
greenish colored clusters of MRoI pixels Fig. 1B. There is a
possibility that these locations mark the vertices of a larger
convective scale.
We submit that the MRoI technique, when applied to
full-disk magnetogram data, shows great promise as a diag-
nostic of the scales of atmospheric evolution. Further, if we
can use MRoI analysis to routinely and robustly identify the
apparent giant cell pattern in sequences of magnetograms
then there is a chance that hypotheses of their role in the
evolution of solar magnetism over timescales approaching
those of the solar activity cycle can be directly tested (e.g.,
Wilson et al. 1988; Miesch 2005; Miesch et al. 2008), but
that is left as a topic for future investigation.
Using line-of-sight magnetograms built fromHinode SOT
Spectro-Polarimeter (SP) observations we are able to ex-
plore the smaller length scales at the other end of the spec-
trum - at or just below HMI’s resolution limit. Figure 3
shows an inverted2 SP line-of-sight magnetogram (A) and
2 The SP maps are constructed by a forward of the observed Stokes
vector at each pixel using the MERLIN algorithm and a Milne-
Fig. 2 Histogram of Magnetic Range of Influence (MRoI) derived
from the full disk map of Fig. 1B. The histogram shows four possible
scale ranges in the analysis: one near the resolution limit of SDO/HMI
likely belonging to granulation (red dashed line), the scale of super-
granulation ∼30Mm (blue dashed line), that of a 100-250Mm scale
(green dashed line), and the longer length scales that we associate with
coronal holes in this case.
Fig. 3 The (inverted) line-of-sight magnetogram derived from Hinode
SOT/SP (A) and resulting MRoI map (B) from observations taken on
March 10 2007 at disk-center.
the resulting MRoI map (B) of a disk-center quiet sun (weak
field) observation of March 2007 (e.g., Lites et al. 2008).
Combining histograms of SP and HMI MRoI maps in
Fig. 4 we see that these three magneto-convective scales ap-
pear to be ubiquitously present in the quiescent photosphere.
The distributions have two different power-law distributions,
with the spectral index between 0 and −1 at shorter scales,
steepening to between −1 and −3 for larger-scale magnetic
Eddington atmosphere approximation (Lites et al. 2007). The inter-
ested reader is pointed to http://www.csac.hao.ucar.edu/ for fur-
ther information.
4structures, ignoring the bump around 100-250Mm. It has
been shown in McIntosh et al. (2011b) that the longer scale
index varies inversely over the course of the SOHO mission
(Fleck et al. 1995), shallowing at peak activity.
We propose that these three scales form the continuously
evolving magnetic “scaffold” for the overlying coronal and
heliospheric environment at scales of a few, tens of, and hun-
dreds of megameters and for re-organization timescales of
minutes, hours, and weeks to months. Coronal holes and ac-
tive regions are the primary perturbations to these nested
quiescent magnetic states. However, the continuing evolu-
tion of the base magnetism, at several spatial scales and at
different rates leads to a plasma environment of constant in-
terchange and reconnection which may ultimately make the
extended corona more and more ordered. This continuous
re-ordering of the nested scales to something quasi-potential
at the longest length-scales is probably best thought in the
context of “interchange reconnection” (Fisk 1996).
Unfortunately, coronal magnetic field measurements have
not yet been refined to the level where the nascent coro-
nal magnetic field, far less any turbulence present, can be
directly observed, but instruments like the Coronal Multi-
channel Polarimeter (CoMP; Tomczyk et al. 2008, and see
below) and the ATST/CryoNISRP will offer fantastic insight
into the coupled scales of the resulting coronal magnetic
field and its nested evolution.
3 Loading Open Magnetic Regions of the Outer Solar
Atmosphere
A great deal remains to be explored about the interplay of
the magnetic length scales discussed above and their rele-
vance to the variation of the Sun’s radiative and particulate
output. Combining instruments like SDO/HMI and the next
generation of specto-polarimetric imagers (e.g., ATST/VTF)
will permit a much more detailed look at the evolution of
these scales and how their combination results in the per-
sistent release of mass and energy into the extended outer
atmosphere. The energy (and mass flux) that fills the Sun’s
outer atmosphere (and heliosphere) is driven by a host of
physical mechanisms, often acting in unison (e.g., Parnell
and De Moortel 2012). Those processes convert the sub-
photospheric plasma motions on each of these spatial scales
and likely scale in strength with the magnitude of the mag-
netic field at the vertices of the length scale itself (e.g., Ros-
ner et al. 1978; Schrijver et al. 2004). So, with that pic-
ture and the analysis of the previous paragraphs in mind,
we can think of the continuous loading of the outer atmo-
spheric plasma as a result of the small-scale stress release
in the plasma (cf. Parker 1988) releasing energy gradually
and relentlessly while the larger, more episodic, release of
energy is the result of fractures in, or forced stressing to,
the large scale field when a new magnetic system emerges
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Fig. 4 Combining histograms of several MRoI maps built from
SDO/HMI (orange, yellow) and Hinode/SP (purple, blue, and green)
line-of-sight magnetograms. We see the continuity of the distributions
across the scales and peaks in the combined distribution at the three
prevalent scales of the quiescent magneto-convection. For reference
we show an MRoI histogram constructed from a randomly populated
magnetogram (black) using the same distribution of magnetic field
strengths as shown in Fig. 3A.
into a pre-existing one (e.g., Schrijver and Title 2011; Spicer
et al. 2013). In the following discussion we will look at pro-
cesses which may combine to perpetually power the outer
atmosphere on the smaller scales as result of this “cascade”.
The energetics of the outer solar atmosphere are compli-
cated: waves, flows, and magnetic reconnection are all likely
to play a role in the process of delivering energy to the outer
solar atmosphere, and eventually the heliosphere. Indeed, it
is highly likely that these processes act sequentially, or si-
multaneously, in modifying the plasma below the smallest
scales discussed above creating magnetic field interactions
which ultimately produce the photons or particles that we
detect from millions of miles away. Therefore it is only nat-
ural that considerable debate takes place over the interpreta-
tion of those photons and particles, the following discussion
5is our interpretation and in full awareness that it may be nei-
ther unique or correct.
To explore these small-scale processes we will make first
make the assumption that the fundamental energetics of the
entire quiescent solar atmosphere are essentially the same;
the mechanisms observed in a coronal hole are virtually iden-
tical to those of the quiet Sun. So studying the base of coro-
nal holes permits an investigation into the basal mass and
energy injection of the quiet corona without the energetic
complications that arise from a closed magnetic topology
(see e.g., McIntosh et al. 2007, and later). The (often subtle)
observational differences between the two “flavors” of the
quiescent solar atmosphere stem mostly from the fact that
material trapped in the quiet corona has the ability to return
to the lower solar atmosphere - a process that largely does
not happen in coronal holes. The complete “chromosphere-
corona mass cycle” of the quiet solar atmosphere modifies
the spectral characteristics of the emission observed because
both the emission components due to the (hot) upward mass
flux and (cooling) return flow can be observed in a sin-
gle spatio-temporal resolution element (e.g., McIntosh et al.
2012). Furthermore, it is expected that this mass cycle can
affect the compositional differences that are measured in so-
lar wind streams that originate from open and closed mag-
netic regions, but that is a topic far beyond this manuscript,
and still at the frontier of our understanding.
The SOHO generation of spectroscopic studies have sig-
nificantly improved our understanding of the relentless mass
and energy transport at the base of the heliosphere (see, e.g.,
Dammasch et al. 1999; Hassler et al. 1999; Xia et al. 2003;
Tu et al. 2005; Davey et al. 2006; McIntosh et al. 2006, and
references therein). Recently, a picture of energy release and
initial mass supply to the corona and solar wind originat-
ing in the lower atmosphere has developed following the
observation of a finely scaled, high velocity component of
the spicule family (De Pontieu et al. 2007a). These “Type-
II” spicules have been associated with a weak but ubiquitous
signature of chromospheric mass supply to the outer solar at-
mosphere rooted in unipolar magnetic field regions (through
the study of transition region and coronal spectroscopy, e.g.,
De Pontieu et al. 2009; McIntosh and De Pontieu 2009a; Pe-
ter 2010; De Pontieu and McIntosh 2010; Tian et al. 2011)
and broadband coronal imaging sequences (e.g., McIntosh
and De Pontieu 2009b).
The detailed correspondence of dynamic chromospheric
and coronal plasma heating has recently been confirmed by
joint observations of Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007) and SDO
that are presented by De Pontieu et al. (2011). In that pa-
per discrete high-velocity heating jets triggered in the lower-
atmosphere have been uniquely traced through the chromo-
sphere, transition region, and into the outer atmosphere (as
“Propagating Coronal Disturbances” or PCDs) for the first
time (see Fig. 5). PCDs are detected in coronal holes us-
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Fig. 5 Adapted from De Pontieu et al. (2011). The temporal and ther-
mal evolution of off-limb spicules in a coronal as observed in the
SDO/AIA He II 304A˚ (top) and Fe IX 171A˚ (bottom) passbands, sum-
ming three images in time to boost the visibility of the faint off-limb
signals, with a resulting cadence of 24s. Calculating space-time plots
for a “cut” perpendicular to the limb, i.e., parallel to the prevailing
spicules and the resulting space-time plots of the running difference
(over 3 timesteps, i.e., 72s) show many clear parabolic (up and down)
paths in He II 304A˚ that are often associated with upward propagating
disturbances in Fe IX 171A˚ (PCDs)—the red vertical dashed line high-
lights one spicule/PCD correspondence. The He II 304A˚ spicules have
lifetimes of order several minutes. The apparent propagation speed of
the PCD and initial phase of the spicules are of order 100 km/s (the
pink dashed line is shown as a reference).
ing space-time (X-T) plots to monitor the evolution of the
plasma in the first few Mm perpendicular to the limb in the
He II 304A˚ (top) and Fe IX 171A˚ (bottom). We see that there
are many instances where the initial phase of the transition
region spicule (see the red dashed vertical line as an exam-
ple) is shared with the launch of the PCD. Indeed, both fea-
tures have the same initial speed (the pink dashed line indi-
cates an apparent speed of 100km/s).
Another recent observational development relevant to the
basal energetics of the fast solar wind was the identifica-
tion of a sufficient Alfve´nic3 wave energy flux to propel
the fast wind. inferred that an abundant Alfve´nic wave flux
was present in the chromosphere, visible in the motion of
all chromospheric spicules, but particularly clear to observe
in the polar coronal holes that are dominated by Type-II
spicules. Due to the lack of coronal observations with com-
mensurate spatio-temporal resolution with Hinode, it was
unclear at that time whether or not the observed wave flux
was reflected at the chromosphere-coronal boundary. A sub-
3 The interested reader is pointed to the supporting material of
McIntosh et al. (2011a); Cargill and de Moortel (2011) where a lengthy
discussion defines their use of this term to describe the observed mo-
tion, relative to the theoretical terms “kink” or “Alfve´n” which require
a more precise description of the plasma and its magnetic field than can
be determined observationally.
6Fig. 6 Adapted from the supporting online material of McIntosh et al.
(2011a). The transverse motion of transition region spicules (bottom)
and associated PCDs (top) derived from in space-time plots taken par-
allel to the solar limb of a polar coronal hole. The Alfve´nic motions are
rarely complete sinusoids because of the short spicule/PCD lifetimes.
We also see wave motions that are horizontally separated by as much as
5 Mm that have in-phase transverse oscillations. This provides support
for our assertion that the waves are volume filling.
sequent observational study by McIntosh et al. (2011a) used
SDO/AIA observations to infer that the wave amplitude and
phase speed throughout the solar atmosphere through the
motions of transition region spicules and PCDs at coronal
temperatures (see Fig. 6). The observed 100-200Wm−2 of
wave energy in coronal holes resided in Alfve´nic motions
of 300-500s period, 25km/s amplitude and 1Mm/s phase
speed — a flux of waves streaming outward on structures
that weakly emit at temperatures of order 1MK4. This wave
flux is sufficient to drive the fast solar wind (e.g., Hansteen
and Leer 1995; McIntosh and De Pontieu 2012).
As we have seen above, the AIA He II 304A˚ channel at
the solar limb shows a transition region that is dominated
by spicular jets that shoot rapidly upwards, and often those
jets reach heights of 20,000km above the solar limb (Fig. 5).
Observations of the same region in the Fe IX 171A˚ chan-
nel reveal associated PCDs that propagate outward at high
speeds (∼100 km/s). When studying space-time plots par-
allel to the solar limb it is clear that these transition region
and coronal features undergo significant Alfve´nic transverse
motion with displacements varying sinusoidally in time (see,
e.g., Fig. 1 of McIntosh et al. 2011a).
4 The emission in which the PCDs are most clearly observed is
formed (in equilibrium) at ∼1MK. It is unclear given the rapid na-
ture of the heating readily visible at the base of these structures (see
below) whether or not the plasma is in ionization equilibrium, or not,
during the initial heating phase. It is likely that some of the material is
in excess of 1MK upon breaching the Sun’s atmosphere.
Indeed, SDO/AIA image sequences of polar coronal holes
show an outer atmosphere that is replete with Alfve´nic mo-
tion. The waves are traced by structures that do not have
long lifetimes (of order 50-500s) compared to the wave pe-
riods (∼5 minutes), and are difficult to detect because of the
enormous LOS superposition above the solar limb. These
factors contribute to the fact that very few complete swings
of the spicule (or PCD) are observed and we are left with
the “criss-cross” pattern of temporal evolution at a specific
height above the limb (Fig. 6). McIntosh et al. (2011a) fol-
lowed the analysis of De Pontieu et al. (2007b) and used
Monte Carlo simulations to study the patterns produced by
the propagation of the of the transverse motion. They found
that the coronal hole waves had periods in the range of 150-
550s, and amplitudes of order 25km/s in emission character-
istic of coronal temperatures, i.e. clearly some portion of the
Alfve´nic energy had made it “into the corona” without be-
ing reflected. Using cross-correlation techniques of parallel
space-time plots at different heights above the polar limb to
determine the phase speed of the Alfve´nic motions (reach-
ing 1 Mm/s at an altitude of 50Mm) McIntosh et al. (2011a)
identified that the volume filling waves carried somewhere
between 100 and 200 Wm−2 at the lower boundary of the
fast solar wind.
Putting these observational findings together, we have
the distinct possibility that (at least) two mechanisms at work
in the magnetic elements that comprise the tributaries of the
fast solar wind. First is the (quasi-periodic) plasma heating
and material injection to temperatures of order 1MK vis-
ible in the spicules and PCDs, which is augmented by a
secondary significant flux of long period Alfve´nic motions
that are needed to accelerate that mass away from the Sun.
We suggest that somehow, this two-stage “engine” could be
responsible for loading the open quiescent atmosphere. In-
terestingly, recent papers have also characterized the con-
siderable torsional motions that are also present in Type-II
spicules (De Pontieu et al. 2012; Sekse et al. 2013), and
may also transport a significant flux of twist and mechan-
ical energy into the outer atmosphere - this is an exciting
new avenue of exploration, only open to studies of the chro-
mosphere made by high-resolution spectral imagers such as
DST/IBIS, SST/CRISP and soon ATST/VBF.
It is our view that the fine details of the fast wind initi-
ation and acceleration mechanisms are within reach, as the
observations and simulations are moving forward at pace.
The findings noted above form the simplest case, and the
solution of that simple puzzle could yield invaluable insight
into the complex evolution of the closed magnetic regions.
The “complication” added in the case of the closed corona
(and the slow solar wind that originates there), requires that
we must consider the circulation of material between the
chromosphere and corona and other factors before we con-
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Fig. 7 April 10, 2011 diagnostics from the Coronal Multi-channel Polarimeter (CoMP). From top to bottom, left to right, we have the Fe XIII
10747A˚ line center intensity, the measured outward and inward wave phase speeds, the normalized wave power, the individual outward and inward
wave power. The rectangular box on the top left panel indicates the location of the detailed plots shown in Fig. 8 which isolate the waves on the
large trans-equatorial coronal loops.
sider the transition of that material onto an open field line
and outward into interplanetary space (e.g., Fisk 1996).
4 Loading Closed Magnetic Regions of the Outer Solar
Atmosphere
If our earlier assumption that the prevalent mechanisms driv-
ing the mass and energy flow into coronal holes are the ba-
sic building blocks of the quiescent outer atmosphere (if not
the entire outer atmosphere) then closed magnetic regions
should have wave and mass loading taking place at both
ends of the structure. Therefore, one may naturally expect
that some form of amplification/interaction will take place
more rapidly and with increased complication in the mid-
space of the structures. In the following paragraphs we will
see if this natural extension to closed regions is viable, and
what the implications are for future observations?
Following the Hinode SOT observations which discov-
ered the high velocity Type-II spicules an investigation started
to identity if the rapid fading and upward motion of these
very dynamic events was a marker of intense plasma heat-
ing in the lower atmosphere. De Pontieu et al. (2009) in-
ferred a connection between the apparent motion of Type-II
spicules and a weakly emitting component of emission ob-
served far in the blue wing of coronal emission lines formed
at a broad range of temperatures, reaching at least 2MK (as
observed by Hinode/EIS, Culhane et al. 2007)5. This subtle
signature (at 5-15% of the background emission) was only
visible in the highest signal-to-noise spectroscopic datasets
from Hinode, but it appeared to have a very strong effect
on the observed “non-thermal” broadening of the line pro-
files over magnetized regions (e.g., Hara et al. 2008). De
Pontieu et al. (2009) developed a diagnostic measure to in-
vestigate the excessive broadening of the coronal emission
lines by differencing the amount of emission in the blue and
red wings of a line profile. The difference in the two was in-
terpreted as a net imbalance of upward (blue) or downward
(red) emission at that velocity (relative to the measured cen-
ter of the line profile). A residual high speed component of
the emission was observed to coincide with the magnetized
locations.
5 This artificial upper bound is driven by limited observation of rel-
atively “clean” spectroscopic emission lines in the wavelength range
studied by EIS.
8The high S/N, low scattered light of the SDO/AIA tele-
scopes permitted the combination of these line profile asym-
metries with the detailed imaging of the high velocity up-
wards propagating events (cf. PCDs). These imaging inves-
tigations follow from the analysis of Sakao et al. (2007) who
identified episodic, high speed flows on coronal loop struc-
tures in lower spatial resolution Hinode XRT observations
that were rooted in the underlying strong magnetic field re-
gions (also see McIntosh and De Pontieu 2009a; De Pontieu
et al. 2011; Tian et al. 2011b; Kiddie et al. 2012, for details
of the correspondence between these events and the spec-
troscopic observations of line profile asymmetries). De Pon-
tieu et al. (2011) demonstrated that Type-II spicules, PCDs,
and blue-wing asymmetries were co-spatial and likely mark-
ers of energy release and resulting mass transport in the
closed corona of sufficient magnitude and frequency to sat-
isfy coronal mass requirements up to 2MK6. Even with the
significantly better observing conditions of SDO/AIA, es-
tablishing a one-to-one connection between spicule and PCD
is difficult.
The PCDs exhibit complex behavior at the base of the
entire system: longitudinal motions of the order of 100km/s,
repeat times of a few to fifteen minutes, transverse wave am-
plitudes of the order 25km/s which have phase speeds of
several hundred km/s and periods in the 3-5 minute range
(McIntosh et al. 2011a). Naturally, these properties can vary
dramatically between the quiescent and active portions of
the closed atmosphere, but a systematic survey remains to
be done. Unfortunately, however, the transverse (Alfve´nic)
motions of the PCDs are very difficult to study even just a
few Mm above the photosphere and so we must consider a
different way to study the extended properties of these po-
tentially critical combination of material and wave motions
(in the context of atmospheric and heliospheric energetics).
The Coronal Multi-channel Polarimeter, or CoMP, was
designed to directly measure coronal magnetism through the
observation of polarized radiation from coronal emission lines.
Fortunately, due to its design as an imaging spectropolarime-
ter, CoMP was able to perform rapid spectral scans of coro-
nal emission lines in a two-dimensional image with a field of
view of 2.5 solar radii in only a few seconds. These observa-
tions led to the first observations of Alfve´nic waves running
though the off-limb corona at speeds approaching 1Mm/s
(Tomczyk et al. 2007). Subsequent investigations with the
same dataset showed that a much richer Alfve´nic environ-
ment exists in the corona: the waves observed could be dif-
ferentiated into their inward and outward propagating com-
ponents by developing time-distance coronal seismology and
that there was a systematic bias (3:1) between the power in
6 Unfortunately, the S/N in the “hotter” AIA passbands is signifi-
cantly lower, and so it is unclear what the maximum temperature of the
material in the PCD is.
the outward and inward wave power (Tomczyk and McIn-
tosh 2009).
Figure 7 provides an array of CoMP diagnostics mea-
sured using the diagnostics of the Fe XIII 10747A˚ on April
10, 2011. Identifying the waves and tracking their motion
through the corona allows us to assess the wave properties of
the corona. While the diagnostics are limited by low signal-
to-noise in open regions of the corona for Fe XIII we see
that the wave phase speeds are in the 400-500km/s range in
the closed field regions and that the outward wave power is
considerably higher than the inward component in general,
confirming the primary analysis of (Tomczyk and McIntosh
2009). Clearly, not all of the appreciable wave power that
leaves the lower solar atmosphere is able to propagate across
the coronal loop systems and maintain its original form. It
is not clear if the waves are dissipated in situ, or if they are
converted into another “mode” which CoMP can no longer
trace (Pascoe et al. 2012; Hood et al. 2013; Pascoe et al.
2013).
We note that the temporal variations in line intensity and
line width are very small (<1% and <1km/s; cf. Tomczyk
et al. 2007) and are difficult to interpret due to the three-
point measurement needed when CoMP is taking high-cadence
wave measurements. The wave diagnostics shown in the fig-
ure are being computed on a daily basis to enable a synoptic
survey of the gross coronal (Alfve´nic) energetics.
Figure 8 provides more detail of the trans-equatorial loop
system on the East limb (shown in the rectangular box in
Fig. 7), tracking and isolating the wave motions on a “sin-
gle” loop system delineated in the left hand panel from bot-
tom to top (0 to 6). The timeseries of the Doppler velocity
along that path (top panel), and the (nine timestep running
average) trend-removed version (middle) is shown and we
can see a pattern of upward propagating waves originating at
both end points of the loop, in line with our earlier assump-
tion. There is little evidence of waves traveling across the en-
tire loop and no clear evidence of large-scale reflection near
the points 1 and 5, far less the “ends” of the loop system at
points 0 and 6. Comparing the velocity and line width time-
series we see little evidence of quasi-periodic changes in line
width, but note the systematic variation of the latter across
the loop - line widths growing by up to 5km/s in the central
region where the two sets of outward propagating waves in-
teract with one another - the low spatial resolution of CoMP
makes it difficult to assess what is happening in and around
the upper portions of the loop system although some of this
line width growth must be associated with a density drop-off
in the extended corona. Are the low-frequncy waves prop-
agating through each other and interfering? Only detailed,
high resolution, high cadence observations like those from
ATST will be able to tell definitively.
Finally, a note on Alfve´nic wave energy. CoMP resolves
coronal Alfve´nic wave amplitudes of∼0.5km/s which, when
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Fig. 8 Space-time plots showing Alfve´nic waves on a trans-equatorial
coronal loop system. The left panel provides a closer look at the loop
system (indicated as the rectangular region in Fig. 7). The right column
of the figure shows the Fe XIII 10747A˚ Doppler velocity, the trend-
removed Doppler velocity, and the timeseries of line width variations
along the loop.
compared to the ∼20km/s measured near the limb by Hin-
ode and the SDO, might, at first glance, seem like a large
discrepancy hinting that there is really insufficient Alfve´nic
wave energy in the corona to energize or accelerate the plasma.
McIntosh and De Pontieu (2012) used a blend of observa-
tional data and a simple forward model of Alfve´nic wave
propagation to resolve the apparent discrepancy and deter-
mine the Alfve´nic wave energy content of the corona. Their
results indicated that the enormous line-of-sight superposi-
tion within the coarse spatio-temporal sampling of CoMP
hides the strong wave flux observed by Hinode and SDO
and leads to the large non-thermal line broadening observed.
That exact scenario has been assumed in the past (e.g., Has-
sler et al. 1990; Hassler and Moran 1994; Chae et al. 1998;
Banerjee et al. 1998). The strong correlation between the
non-thermal line broadening and the wave amplitudes ob-
served gives some confidence that the wave-related non-thermal
line broadening is truly an indicator of a large wave energy
reservoir for the heliosphere.
Unfortunately, on-disk determinations of these small-scale
processes are difficult to make on a regular basis, requir-
ing significant data analysis techniques as is clear from the
discussion above. Fortunately, with observatories like HiC
(Cirtain et al. 2013; Testa et al. 2013; Alexander et al. 2013;
Peter et al. 2013; Winebarger et al. 2013) and IRIS we will
have the spatial resolution to directly observe and charac-
terize them and provide a more detailed look at the coupled
small-scale processes filling the outer atmosphere. Unfortu-
nately, there is no instrument that can reproduce CoMP-like
observations of the corona on the solar disk and so portions
of the energy spectrum contained in the velocity field of the
coronal plasma (such as Alfve´nic waves) will remain ob-
scured from view on the global scale with only inference
from the transverse motions visible (e.g., Fig. 6). Therefore
an instrument of CoMP-like capability, and/or technology
development along these lines, is absolutely necessary for
the next generation of solar observatories if we are to con-
strain observationally driven models of the inner heliosphere
that are required for space weather forecasting.
5 Combining CoMP and SDO Observations in a Polar
Plume
The previous sections have demonstrated the presence of
ubiquitous phenomena in the quiescent solar atmosphere.
Further, we have inferred that these phenomena work in tan-
dem to produce the atmosphere observed and sustained it.
However, we do not know how this one-two punch works
and, because of the aforementioned limitations of on-disk
coronal imaging spectroscopy, we are confined to the anal-
ysis of regions above the limb and (for now) the joint study
of SDO and CoMP. The work presented by Threlfall et al.
(2013) is the first study of this kind. In this following para-
graphs we will perform a similar analysis to that of Threlfall
et al. (2013) in a (apparently) simpler coronal hole environ-
ment to investigate wave and mass-flow properties as the
previous measurements (Sect. 3) have hinted at possible sce-
narios for the loading and acceleration of the fast solar wind
from which a physically-motivated model of the fast wind
could possibly be constructed.
The low spatial resolution of CoMP makes it less than
ideal for studying the small intensity changes associated with
the PCDs observed by SDO/AIA (Fig. 5). Similarly AIA,
by its design as a broadband imager, is not able to sense
the subtle spectral changes of these Alfve´nic waves run-
ning through the extended corona and so there is an area of
discovery waiting for the next generation of spectral imag-
ing experiments. For illustrative purposes however we con-
sider the combination of CoMP and AIA in an open field
region where we have the best chance to demonstrate the dif-
ferences in mass and wave energy transport on the “same”
structure without complications introduced in the analysis
and interpretation by two-way flows and waves in the mag-
netically closed regions. Fortunately, there is sufficient Fe XIII
emission in a polar plume such that CoMP has enough signal
to reliably measure Doppler shift and AIA can detect PCD
propagation along the structure.
The polar plume observations shown in Fig. 9 demon-
strate remarkable behavior. The (transverse) Alfve´nic waves
running outward in the CoMP Doppler shift observations
have a strong∼5-minute periodicity and a characteristic out-
ward phase speed of 750km/s. The waves in the space-time
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Fig. 9 CoMP and SDO/AIA observations of a polar plume. Panels A
and B show context image from the two instruments respectively show-
ing a sample path on a polar plume rooted in the South polar coronal
hole where we can assess some of the subtle dynamics in the plane of
the sky and in the line of sight. Panels C through E show the space
time plots on a polar plume from CoMP Doppler velocity, AIA 171A˚
and 193A˚ channels respectively. On each of these panels arrows are
drawn to illustrate the propagating signals seen in each. These arrows
are overlaid in the final panel for reference.
plots show no appreciable acceleration in the CoMP field
of view and very little inward wave propagation. The (lon-
gitudinal) PCDs observed in AIA intensity have apparent
motions of ∼100km/s and periodicities of 15 minutes, sim-
ilar to those discussed above and shown in Fig. 5. Further,
we see that the apparent motion of PCDs in the 171 and
193A˚ channels is the same, i.e. there is no clear temperature
dependence in the propagation speeds, consistent with the
analysis of Tian et al. (2012) and Sechler et al. (2012).
If we make the (reasonable) assumption that the PCDs
represent outward propagating density enhancements along
the magnetic field, then the transverse waves (running along
the same structure and propagating at more than 5 times that
speed) are experiencing a rapidly changing density structure
in addition to the drop off of density along the plume. These
outward propagating Alfve´nic waves must experience re-
flection due to these density enhancements - a self-consistently
occurring physical picture that can create persistent Alfve´nic
counter-propagation along the magnetic field.
Observations such as these appear to show be ideal con-
ditions for the onset of solar wind turbulence driven by low-
frequency Alfve´nic waves (e.g., Parker 1991; Cranmer and
van Ballegooijen 2005; Suzuki and Inutsuka 2005; Suzuki
2006; Cranmer et al. 2007,2007; Verdini et al. 2010). In such
a picture, the waves persistently propagate outward along
the inhomogenous structure, some portion of the wave power
is reflected by each “plug” of material, the counter-probating
waves interact driving a cascade to higher frequencies and
smaller scales (see, e.g., Kasper et al. 2013) which create a
wave pressure needed to push the material faster. The inter-
ested reader is referred to a more detailed combined study of
CoMP and AIA polar plume observations (McIntosh, Bethge
& Tian 2014, in preparation) and the effect of the propagat-
ing inhomogeneity on the wave field (McIntosh et al. 2014,
in preparation) and solar wind that is based on the previously
published model of Ofman and Davila (1998).
6 Summary
While it is unclear from direct observation if the coronal
magnetic field is intrinsically turbulent, the processes which
govern its shape and evolution in the solar interior and lower
solar atmosphere certainly are. The two, possibly three, scales
of magneto-convective granulation constantly force the qui-
escent portions of the outer atmosphere on timescales of
minutes, days, (and weeks/months) such that the outer at-
mosphere that is never in a stationary state - only one that is
always trying to relax.
In the process of the relentless relaxation across scales
small discontinuities in the magnetic field occur and a con-
siderable amount of energy from that stressed field must be
released into the plasma, heating and accelerating it as is the
picture of “nanoflares” proposed by Parker. Indeed, De Pon-
tieu et al. (2011) had already deduced that Type-II spicules
(and PCDs), based on their ubiquity and estimates of their
energy content, are the manifestation of Parker’s hypothesis,
but in the chromosphere close to where the hydrodynamic
and magnetic pressures balance.
The other portion of the energy budget, the second stage
if you like, comes from the convective velocity spectrum and
the generation of torsional/Alfve´nic motions that are clearly
ubiquitous in the outer atmosphere, riding outward along all
chromospheric and coronal structures. We believe it is the
potential for counter-propagating Alfve´nic waves through a
structure riddled with inhomogeneity that should give rise
to an isotropic heater for the coronal plasma (e.g., Parnell
and De Moortel 2012) and an accelerating base for the solar
wind.
We have high hopes that the next generation of photo-
spheric, chromospheric and coronal observations (like those
planned for IRIS, ATST and the planned Solar-C mission)
will open new frontiers in the reconciliation of mass and
11
wave transport at the constantly evolving magneto-thermodynamic
base of the heliospheric system. We similarly hope that some
of the speculation presented above provides a spur for future
investigations of how the magnetic scales of the outer atmo-
sphere cascade downward to power the energetic processes
which eventually populate the heliosphere.
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